
5530 Eastbourne Drive 
Springfield, VA 22151 
16 August 1992 1:49pm 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Road 
Frederick, MD 21702 

Dear Mr. Weisberg: 

I have enclosed a letter I dispatched to U.S. News & World Report responding to the article in 

the August 17, 1992 edition. 

I completed it after I had sealed my earlier letter to you. 

Sincerely, 

John W. Masland 
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John W. Maeland 
5530 Eastbourne Drive 
Springfield, VA 22151 
(H) 703-323-7970 
(0) 800-334-9632 

JFK: The Untold Story of the Warren Commission did little to ameliorate the problems 

originated by the Commission's work. From the instant of its conception by Nicholas deb. 

Katzenbach, as articulated in his hand written memorandum of November 24, 1963, the Warren 

Report stands as a monument to spin control. 

Your article, like the Warren Report, relies on carefully tuned phraseology to paint the 

portrait of a lone assassin who happened to have a job along a Presidential motorcade route, 

happened to have a shoddy rifle, equipped with a poorly mounted shoddy scope, which never 

again duplicated the feats attributed to it, and only four bullets; no more were ever produced. 

The lone assassin, by himself, built a sniper's nest consisting of some 24 boxes weighing 

approximately 50 pounds each, an exertion of some magnitude for the 12 minutes allotted, 

without leaving any fingerprints on those boxes; the Warren Report was silent on this significant 

issue. The lone assassin, immediately following his major physical exertion, accurately fired 

multiple shots at the President of the United Sates, killing him, and wounding the Governor of 

Texas. We are told that one fully jacketed military bullet with, for a rifle, a relatively low 

muzzle velocity, inflicted seven non-fatal wounds on two men and emerged, to be conveniently 

found on an unidentified hospital gurney, virtually pristine. A reconstruction, in a different 

automobile with different physical characteristics, is offered as proof. A second, identical type 

bullet, shattered into so many pieces, as to be virtually unrecoverable, except that the autopsy 

doctors describe internal entrance and external exit bevelling of the President's skull. The fact 

that a significant portion of the bullet would be required to maintain sufficient energy to bevel 

the skull upon exit notwithstanding, the same doctors simultaneously describe a cloud of bullet 

fragments in the President's head; it cannot be both, and large fragments have never been 

produced. The assassin escaped, without leaving any fingerprints on the weapon or the bullet 

cartridges, to be later apprehended and himself murdered. 

Your article may assuage the feelings of those who authored the Warren Report, but it 

does little to clarify the unresolved issues created by publication of the government's report. 

Whether Oswald acted alone or not, the major question of why John Kennedy was killed remains 



unresolved and was avoided by the Warren Commission. If Oswald acted alone, the Warren 

Commission was unable to provide a motive, the bulk of their own evidence indicating he had 

none. If Oswald acted in concert with others, or was a patsy as he described himself, the issue 

of why assumes an importance beyond measure. The question why is a virtual Sword of 

Damocles hanging above the head of every succeeding President; bullets not ballots changed our 

government. 

The Warren Report is the single gunman hypothesis which shares the stage with a plethora 

of conspiracy theories. Given what we know about governmental cover-up and aversion to truth, 

the fact that it was produced by the same government and its agencies who had failed their 

protective mission should give pause to any who considers its case. 


